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On Modelling and Planning of Optimum Long-Range

Regional Development

R. Kulikowski & P. Korcelli

I. Policies and Conceptsof Regional Development

It may be assumedthat the primary goal of regional

policy is to contribute to the national economic and social.
development (Granberg, 1973). Such an approachbasically

differs from the conceptwhich emphasizesthe developmentof

lagging regions, although the latter'smajor objective is also

included in the former, more comprehensiveframework.

When speakingabout regional developmentpolicies, it is

conventional to refer to certain basic alternativeswhich the

analyst, the planner, and the decision maker face. J. Cumberland

(1973), for example, formulated some of these alternativesas:

1) spatially uniform allocation of economic activity versus

maximum production efficiency;

2) relocation of personsversus relocation of jobs;

3) transformationand subsequentreclamationversus

protection of natural environment.

These alternativesmay, to a certain extent, reflect the differ-

encesbetweenshort-rangeand long-rangestrategies. In a

long-range approachsome of them are ruled out since the

emphasishas to be put on the rational utilization of all

resourcesavailable within individual regions, including

natural and human resources(see o. Kudinov, 1975). It may

be conceivedthat at each developmentstage a certain strategy

may be regardedas optimal. At presentconsider a strategy

that ensures:

1) a high rate of national economic growth;

2) equalizationof living standards,both between and

within regions;
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3) protection and enhancementof man's environment.

To make these goals compatible, it is necessaryto consider

various forms of income transfersbetween regions and the

existenceof rigorous environmentalpolicies.

There are a number of theoreticalconceptspertaining

to the spatial structureof the economy and its change.

They range from positive to normative approaches,although

all of them carry some policy and planning implications.

On the other hand, it is generally acknowledgedthat a compre-

hensive theory of space economy is still to be developed.

Among the existing approaches,the location theory

(Isard, 1956) has been judged to be rather irrelevant as

an explanatoryand predictive tool for regional economic

growth policy formulations (Thomas, 1972). It's major pit-

falls include a static or comparativestatic framework used

and a lack of comprehensivetreatmentof all sectorsof the

economy. There are further limitations in the location theory

from the perspectiveof centrally plannedeconomies. Neverthe-

less, some of the basic notions, such as the functional

hierarchy of urban places, have to be taken into account in

the planning process. The same is true of the comparative

costs analysis which stems from the classical location theory.

The export base theory (Tiebout, 1962) explains some of

the facets of regional economic growth, but it is also unable

to provide comprehensiveguidelines!or regional policies.

The theory concentratesmainly on one, although a rather

crucial aspectof regional structure and growth and it helps

to interpret the role of interregionalspecializationwhich

mayor may not be dependentupon interregionaldifferences

in natural resourceendowment.

Much of the recent theoretical thinking has stemmed from

the growth pole conceptwhose major advantageis an explicitly

dynamic character. Although the concept says little about

the optimum distribution of economic activity which would
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allow to generatea particular rate of economic growth for

a region (Thomas, 1972), it sets down some basic requirements

for the growth to occur and as such has been used in regional

policy formulations. It has been proposedthat the growth

pole idea in a spatial setting finds a conceptualbasis in

the spatial diffusion theory (Hagerstrand,1952). According

to this approach, growth occurs as a consequenceof the filter-

ing of innovations downwards through the urban hierarchy

(Berry, 1972). T. Hermansen (1972) noted that the growth

pole concept implies a heavy use of the input-output apparatus

(although the input-output bias was.less evident in the

original formulations) and that the backward and forward

linkage effects are closely related to the notion of key

industries.

From a regional planning perspective,one of the important

questionsrelates to spatial concentrationand deconcentration

forces. The conceptsreviewed so far can give rise to some-

what contrastinginterpretationsof that problem. Thus

according to t1.M. Webber (1972), if the factor of uncertainty

is added to the traditional location theory, the resulting

locational decisionsare likely to favour a hLgher degreeof

concentrationof economic activity. within the framework of

the growth pole theory (Hermansen,1972), some authors (i.e.

Myrdal) would see the increasingdominanceof polarization

forces, others (Hirschmann) the eventual ascendencyof spread

forces, while still others (Lasuen) a growing stability of

spatial patternsover time.

The industrial complex analysis is one of those concepts

pertaining to the spatial structureof the economy which are

of a strongly normative characterand, at the same time, have

been extensivelyused in the planning process. The concept

is basedon technological, as well as economical linkages,

external economy considerationsand spatial diffusion

mechanisms. By its very nature, it is primarily suited to
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centrally planned economies (Probst, 1964), although its

universal applicability has been proved (Isard, Schooler,

Vietorisz, 1959; J. Paelinck, 1972).

A still more general concept is that of territorial-

production complexes (Bandman, 1973; Ekonomiko-geograficheskye

problemy, 1974). In addition, to interindustry

linkages, it considersthe interactionsbetweenproduction

and service establishments,as well as the householdsector.

The models of territorial-productioncomplexes are of a

multi-level structureand they generateoptimum proportions

and distributions of production, service, and residential

activities.

As it was emphasizedat the outset, in the constructing

of regional developmentprograms and models, it is convenient

to start from the national level and progressdown the hier-

archy of spatial scales. This paper will explore the means

and methods of disaggregatinga national economic development

model and, in a later section, the possibilities of using the

outputs of regional models in building models of regional

spatial structure. Hence, the suggestedrange of spatial

scalesextends from national to intraregional. An essential

advantageof such an approach is to establishlinkages

between the various types of models. It has been frequently

noted, for example, that spatial interactionmodels fail to

account for feedbacksbetween the exogenousand the endogenous

sectors. By linking thesemodels to regional economic develop-

ment models, it becomespossible to model the size, composition,

and the distribution of the basic sector. Such an approachhas

been, in fact, proposedby several authors, notably A. Wilson

(1974). A sequenceof spatial scales,when applied in modelling,

may also allow to establishmore immediate links betweeneconomic

and spatial planning.

It is intended that the models discussedbelow are used

in the analysis and planning of economic and social development
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in the region of Lublin. In this case the developmentof

major coal resourcesmay be regardedas an exogenousfactor

whose impacts are to be anticipatedand traced through the

national, regional, as well as intraregional scale.

II. The National Model

Much has been written on the long-term planning by using

normative models of national development. In particular,

in [15, 16, 17] a long-term model of national developmentof

Poland (MRI) has been described. The model can be used for

the optimization of allocation of resources(capital, labour

and governmentexpenditures)among the production, consumption

and environmentsectors.

In the presentpaper we shall show how the national core

model (such as MRI) can be used for optimum allocation of

resourcesamong the different regions of the country.

Let us start with a short descriptionof the national

model. The production subsystemconsistsof n sectorsSi'

i = l, ••• ,n, shown in Figure 1, each describedby the

production function

q. n a ..
X .. F.

-1
IT X. ｾ Ｑ i 1, ... , n= =

11 1
j=l )1

j;ii
(1 )

n
q. = 1 - L a .. > 0 a .. > 0 , F. > 0

1
j=l )1 )1 - 1

j;ii

where F· , a .. = given numb,ers,
1 )1

X .. = the amount of productswhich sector S.
)1 1

purchasingfrom S . , j ;i i,
J

X .. = the amount of output production of S. ,
11 1

is

= x.. -
11

n

L
j=l
j;ii

x ..
1)

= the net product of Si-
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Introducing the sector prices Pi' i = l, •.. ,n, it is possible

to write the production function (1) in the monetary form:

n a ..
Y .. = K. IT y.:) (2 )

11 1 j=l 1)

j;;ii

where

Y ..
1)

K.
1

qi
= p.F.

1 1

n
IT

j=l
j ;;ii

p
-a..

)1 i,j = 1, ... , n

It is assumedthat each sector maximizes the net profit

(value added):

D. = Y .. -
1 11

n

1.
j=l
ｪ ｾ ｩ

Y ..
J1 i = 1, ... , n (3 )

by choosing the best mix of inputs Y ..
J1

A

= Y .. ,
)1

i,j = l, ... ,n,

j ｾ i.

As shown in [16, 17], there exists a uniaue strategy
A

Y.. , i,j = l, ... ,n, j ｾ i, for each sector which maximizes
)1

(3). That strategy can be derived by formulae:

A A

Y .. = a .. y .. j,i = 1, ... , n j ;;i i (4)
)1 )1 11

n ＨｾＩ aji / qi l/q.
Y .. = F. IT P. 1 i = 1, ... , n

11 1
j=l

P. 1
J

j;;ii (5)

Using that strategy, one gets:

A A

D. = D. = (1 - q.) Y ..
1 1 1 11

i = 1, ... ,n (6 )
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and the gross product becomes

y =
n

I
i=l

p.x. =
1 1

n

L
i=l

y. =
1

n

I
i=l

D.
1

(7 )

As follows from relations (4, 5) the normative n-sector, non-

linear model (1) 7 (3) behaves,under optimum strategy, in a

similar way to the linear (Leontief) model with the techno-

logical coefficients aji' i,j = l, ... ,n, i f j. However, the

outputs Yii = l, ... ,n, are specified in the unique manner by

Pj' j = l, ... ,n, and Fi . That property can be used for

identification of the production function elasticitiesa .. ,
)1

j,i = l, ... ,n, j f i, and Fi , i = l, ... ,n by input-output

tables of the given economy [16, 17].

Using the relations (5) • (7), it is also possible to

observe that the GNP generatedby the economy dependsin the

linear fashion on Fi coefficients. It is assumedthat Fi
depends in turn on the investments (Zl)' labour (Z2) and

governmentexpenditures(Zv' v = 3, ... ,m) in education,

researchand development,health services, protection of

environment, etc., in, generally speaking, an inertial and

nonlinear fashion. Speaking about inertial processes,it is

necessaryto introduce the time variable (t) explicitly and

deal with intensitiesYi (t), i = 1, ... ,n, Zv (t), v = 1, ... ,m,

t € [O,T] rather than the integratedwithin each year values

y i' i = 1, ... , n, Zv' v = 1, ... , m.

In the model under consideration,it is assumedthat

the sector intensitiesof production Yi(t), i = l, ... ,n

dependon Z . (t), v = l, ... ,m, intensities in the following
V1

way

(8 )
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where

t a

f T) [ZVi (T) ] v dT *fvi(t) = k . (t - 0 < av < 1V1
-00

(9)

and

k . (t) K .e-0 . (t - T .) t T= V1 V1 >
viV1 V1

(10)

= 0 t < T vi

where K ., a " T ., a = given positive numbers.V1 V1 V1 V

The integral relation (9) takes care of inertial phenomena

in investment, researchand development,etc.: Tli represents

the constructiondelay, ali -- the depreciationof capital

investmentsin time. Since the labour effect on production is

generally not inertial, it is possible to assume

k 2i (t) = K2io(t) i=l, ... ,n

where a(t) is the unitary Dirac's pulse. The av ' v = l, ... ,n

take care of nonlinear saturationeffects (i.e. an increasing

return to scale is not possible).

Using the production functions (8), it is possible to

formulate the optimization of developmentproblem, which

consists in finding the nonnegativestrategiesZ ,(t) = Z ,(t),V1 V1
v = l, ..• ,m, i = l, ... ,n, t £ [O,T] such that the discounted

output:

*The continuousvariables are used here insteadof
discrete (changing once a year), which is a matter of
conveniencerather than of general methodology.
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y =
n
I Yi(t) dt

i=l
, (11)

is maximum subject to the limitation of production factors:

n

I
i=l

(T
J zvi(t) dt < Zv

o
, \) = l, ... ,m (12)

m
where L Zv should be generally in balancewith the gross

v=l
product generatedby the economy within the optimization

interval [0, T] •

In the production model (8) • (10), it is assumedthat

a directed technical progress takesplace as a result of

governmentexpenditureszvi (t). When only a given part

｡ ｾ ｚ Ｌ ｜ is used for that purposeand the rest a"Z (a' + a" = 1)
v v v v v v

has a neutral effect (with respectto the sector production)

one can write, insteadof (9), (12)

t

f
_00

a'v
K.vi (t - T) ｛ ｺ ｾ ｩ (T)]

a"
[Z"(T)] v dTv , (9 ' )

n
I

i=l
( ｺｾｩ (t) dt <

o
a'Zv v a' + 0." = av v v

v=l, .•• ,m

(12 ' )

respectively.

The functions ZV(T) in (9') are regardedas given govern-

ment expenditures (for example the expendituresin basic

education, health service, etc.).
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As shown in [16, 17, 19], a unique optimization strategy

for (11, 12) exists and can be derived effectively, while the

value of Y under optimum strategybecomes

where

m 0
II Z \}

\}
\}=l

(13)

m
g = 1 - l.

\}=l
o

\}

and G is a number dependingon T and k . (t) parameters,
\}1

v = l, ... ,m, i = l, ... ,n.

Solving the allocation problem

subject to

m 0
II Z \}

\}
\}=l

(14 )

m
I Z < Z

\}\}=l
Z > 0

\}
\J=l, ... ,m (15)

It is also possible to derive the optimum allocation of

governmentexpendituresamong the different spheresof

activity (Le. Z\}, \} = l, ... ,m).

It should be observedthat the model under consideration

is a normative decentralizedmodel of long-term development

of a centrally planned economy. The sectorsare concerned

mainly with the optimization of inputs purchasedfrom the

other sectors,while the higher level decision units allocate

the resources (i.e. Z\}) in the most effective way.
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The models work in such a way that the supplies

n
'" '"

n
'"'" '" L Ly. = y .. - y. = y .. - a. ..Y .. i = 1, ••. , n1 11

j=l
1j 11

j=l 1) ))

ｪ ｾ ｩ ｪ ｾ ｩ (16)

should be equal to the given demands Yi , i = l, ... ,n claimed

by the consumptionsectors:

y. =
1

m

L
v=l

A . Z
V1 V

i = 1, ... , n

where A . = given nonnegativecoefficients determining the
V1

v-th expenditurecontribution to the demand

confronting the i-th production sector.

Since Zv are determinedby the solution of optimization

problem (14, 15): i.e. Zv = Zv' v = l, ..• ,m, where

'"
Zv = YvZ v = 1, .. . ,m

Yv = "iT
°v

v-I

and Z is determinedby the gross product to be spent during

the time interval under consideration

y. =
1

9".Z
1

i = 1, ... ,n (17)

In the case when we are interestedin allocation of gross

product within one (e.g. the basic year t = 1), Z should be

regardedas the GNP generatedat the end of t = O. When we
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are dealing with a long-term planning interval T, the value

of Z representsthe gross product generatedbetween the end

of t = 0 and the beginning of t = T.

Solving the equations

A

Y .. -11

n
L

i=l
i;ij

A

a. ..Y .. =
1J JJ

Q,.Z
1

i = 1, ... , n (18)

where Y.. are determinedby (5), it is possible to get equa-
11

tions for prices p., i = l, •.. ,n, necessaryto satisfy the
1

equilibrium [16, 19]:

where

Q,np. -
1

n

L
j=l
j;ii

CL •• Q,np.
J1 J

Q"Z
_1_ +
a.F.

1 1

i = l, ... ,n

(19)

CL. =
1

n
IT

i=l
j;ii

CL ji /
CL. • q.

J1 1

w - are prices of production factors and in particular,
\}

wI - price of capital,

w2 - averagesalary.

In the caseof the open economy, it is necessaryalso

to take into account the additional trade sectors. The

domestic production functions (2) should be then supplemented

by the factor

i = l, ... ,n.
the price for

CL. -YOI 01, wh11e q. becomesq. = q. - CL O' > 0,111 1
In (19) we should add the term ｃ ｌ ｏ ｩ ｑ Ｌ ｮ ｰ ｾ Ｌ where

the foreign trade can be written as
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= the price of imported commodity (in foreign currency),

= p. = terms of trade (export to import price
J.O/POi

T = 1

tp. =
J. df

A more convenient form of the price equation (19) for

one gets introducing the sector price indices

Pi(t) .
p. (t _ 1) , J. = 1, ... ,n, and the ratios:

J.

t-1 Z(t 1) ｑ Ｌ ｾ
£. (t)

ｆ ｾ
Fi(t)J.z = = =Z(t - 2) J. Q,. (t - 1) J. F. (t - 1)df df J. df J.

wt wv(t) t TOi(t)
= w (t - 1) TOi =

TOi(tv df df - 1)v

i=l, •.. ,n v = l, ... ,m

t n t [ ti zt
-

1 m ｏｊｮｷｾ｝(1 - O:Oi) lnp. - L 0: .• Q,np. = q. £n t + LJ. j=l ] J. ] J. F. v=l
jli J.

(20)

i=l, •.. ,n

All the variables on the right side of (20) are exogenous.

Analyzing equation (20), it is possible to see how the change
t-1 tof gross product (Z ), factor prices Ｈ ｷ ｾ Ｉ Ｌ terms of trade

(T
t
O')' change of consumptionstructure (Q,.) and investments

1 J.
(Ft) influence the domestic market prices Ｈ ｰ ｾ Ｉ ＮJ. 1

Using the price model (20), it is possible to derive the

value of gross product in constant, base year, prices (y).

For that purpose, it is necessaryto multiply the current

values Yi(t) by the price indices IT pI.
T-l
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Then

n t
L Yi(t) n

i=l T=l

Tp.
1

t = 1,2,.••.

Consequently (11) can be expressedas

T

Y = L
t=O

(21)

The value of Y can be regardedas a measureof national

benefits resulting from the optimum developmentstrategy. It

can be written as well in the form (13):

m <5

n -z \I
\I

\1=1
(22)

which shows how the allocation of resourcescontributesto

the gross product.

III. Optimization of Regional Development

As shown in [16, 17], the methodology describedcan be

used effectively for modelling of long-term national develop-

ment. In the presentpaper, we would like to investigatehow

that methodology could be used for modelling of regional

developmentand regional planning.

First of all, it can be observedthat the national

model can be decomposedinto regional submodelsif all the

statisticaldata are available. One can consideralso a

particular regional model Sr cooperatingwith the rest of the

country Sc (Figure 2). All the submodels' technological (and

other) coefficients should be estimatedor chosen in such a

way that the aggregatedsubmodelsgive the same set of basic
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relations as the core national model. Then the sector's

strategies,regarding the allocation of production factors

among the set of regions, can be analyzed. If we consider,

e.g. a particular production sector Si and N regional pro-

duction functions of the general type (a), the contribution

of j-th region to the regional production y .. (t) can be
1)

written as

y .. (t) =
1)

where

f . I (t) =
V1)

m
II

v=l

t

f
-00

{ f " (t}} Sv
V1)

ctv
k .. (t - T}[Z .. (T)]

V1) Vl.)
dt

(23 )

t > T .
V1

o t < T .
V1

We shall assumealso that the total regional resources

Z ., v = l, ... ,m, j = 1, ... ,N be given. Then it is possible
V)

to find the regional optimum developmentstrategy

Z .. (t) = ｾ .. (t), v = l, ... ,m, i = l, ... ,n, j = 1, ... ,N,
\}1) V1)

t £ [O,T], such that

y. =
)

T

J
o

(24 )

is maximum subject to
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Zoo (t) dt < Z .\l1J \lJ
\I=l, ••. ,m

j = 1, ••• ,N (25)

Z o. (t) > 0\l1J i=l, •.• ,n t E [O,T]

The optimum strategiescan be used to derive the value of
A

Yj = Yj , which takes the form (13)

m
y. = G9 II

J J \1=1
j=l, ••• ,N (26)

The problem which presently faces us is to derive the
A

optimum values of Z 0 = Z 0' \I = l, •.. ,m, j = 1, ... ,N, which\lJ \lJ
would maximize

Y =

subject to

N

I
j=l

m
G9 II

J \1=1
(27)

N

I
j=l

Z 0 < Z\lJ - \I \I=l, ... ,m (28)

Z . > 0
\lJ -

\I = l, ... ,m j=l, .•. ,N (29)

It can be easily verified that a unique optimum strategy

exists and it can be derived by the formulae:

A
G.

Z\lj = J Z\I j = 1, ••. , NG (30)
\I = 1, ... , m
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N

L
j=l

G.
J
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Using the presentmethod, we can derive the optimum

allocation of production factors and governmentexpenditures

among different regions and production sectorswithin the

planning interval. There is, however, an obvious drawback

to the presentapproach: it is very much production oriented,

i.e. it takes into consideration,first of all, the efficient

allocation of resources. The governmentexpendituresin

education, health servicesare treatedhere as complementary

(i.e. supporting) production factors. A possibleway to

avoid that drawback is to assumethat a part of the government

budget is used for an increasedfinancing of these regions

which are behind the averagecountry's figures. In that case,

we can use the production function (9') where ZV(T) represent

that part of governmentexpenditureswhich has a neutral (with

respectto a particular technology) production effect. In

order to allocate that part of governmentexpenditure, in an

explicit form, a method describedin [18] can be applied.

According to that method, a regional dissatisfactionfunction

can be constructedof the general form:

8
D

J
. (Z) = d. IT Ii. - ｚｾ I v

J v JV JV
j = 1, ••• ,N

where ｾ ｪ Ｇ 8v - given positive numbers,

Zjv- given country's average (per capita) of government

expenditure level.

,.,
The problem consistsin finding Zjv = Zjv' j = 1, •.. ,N,

v = l, ••. ,m, such that

D = L D.
. J
J
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is minimum subject to

｜ ｚ Ｇ ｾ <a"Z
L) v v Vj

v=l, .•. ,m

Z Ｇｾ > 0
)V

j = 1, ... ,N

The numerical value of ｡ ｾ Ｌ ｡ ｾ Ｌ v = l, ... ,m, can be estimated

from past (historical) data, or consideredas decision

variables.

Using that approach, the regional benefit (utility)

function (26) can be written as

m o' 0"
y. G9 IT (Z' . )

v (Z".) v o' 0" 0= + =
) ) \)=1 vJ V) v v v

(31 )
j = 1, ••. , N

in the model under consideration

which shows the contribution of all governmentexpenditures

to the regional welfare. That contribution can be regarded

in two possibleways. The direct way in the form of salaries

(Zij)' education,medical and social care organizedby

production sectors (Z'.) and the indirect way (expressedby
V)

ｚ ｾ ｪ Ｉ in the form of public education, social and medical

care, environmentprotection organizedby regional and

governmentinstitutions. The main factor, determining the

regional growth in terms of Yj is, of course, Gj , which

dependson the K .. , i = l, ... ,n, v = l, ... ,m factors. Since
V1)

the numerical values of K "
V1)

are being determinedex post from statisticaldata, the model

has a tendency to maintain the existing developmenttrends.

However, it is a rather common situation that regional growth

dependsas well on new geological discoveries, for example,

which change the existing regional production structure.
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For that reason a more detailed location analysis and

optimization is needed. In particular, it is necessaryto

analyze the change of model technologicalcoefficients,

resulting from the changeof location of production sectors.

IV. Optimization of Regional Location of Production

Consider a simple model, shown in Figure 3, where the

national core model cooperateswith a new production sector

Sr being planned at the given region r. It is assumedthat

the core model projectionsof the total investment intensity

(Zl(t)), labour cost (Z2(t)) and other governmentexpenditures

(Zv(t), v = 3, ... ,m) in the planning interval [O,T] are given.

The expenditureintensitiesconnectedwith the regional project

Ci(t), i = l, ... ,m are assumedto be known. It is assumedthat

the central planning unit considersa number (M) of different

regional projects characterizedby given cost functions

Ci(t), i = I, ... ,m, j = l, ... ,M, where generally

but

ｃ ｾ (t) < Z. (t)
1 1

M .
L ｃｾＨｴＩ > Z.(t)

. 1 1 1
J=

i = l, ... ,m

t E [O,T]

j = l, ••• ,M

at least for some i E [l, ..• ,m], t E [O,T]. Then it is

necessaryto choose a subsetM' E M of theseprojects which

are most effective for national and regional development.

Generally speaking, the projects can be realized at N

different regions yielding different values of expectedGNP

increases:

j E N
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where YO = the GNP generatedwithin the planning interval

[O,T] by the core model when all the resources

are allocated in optimal manner, but no specific

regional project is indicated,

Yj = the GNP generatedwithin the planning interval, by

the core model and regional project, when the cost

of regional project resourcesis shifted from core

to regional project.

Since, generally speaking, the change of project location

will induce the correspondingchange of transport costs and

prices for Sr output and other sectors' outputs, it is necessary

to derive ｾ ｙ ｪ Ｇ j = 1, •.. ,N, in constantprices. In that way,

one takes into account the direct economic effects of regional

location as well as the indirect effects resulting from price

changeswithin the whole socio-economicsystems. Some of these

changescan be regardedas beneficiary (for example, an increase

of regional production may decreasethe product price and in-

creasethe consumption),while at the same time the industrial

growth may induce more pollution, decreasethe agriculture

productivity, etc. Another reason is that dealing with out-

put expressedin constantprices, it is possibleto neglect

the inflationary effects on the economic growth.

Supposethat at the first stageof regional planning

each project has been checked for an optimum location. To do

that, it is necessaryto find j = r, such that ｾ ｙ ｲ = ｭ｡ｸｻｾｙｪｽ

j £ N. When the project inputs and outputs are traded

with the core mainly (at least during the planning interval)

that processgives us the optimum location of individual

projects among the possible regions.

The next step is to choose the best portfolio of projects

satisfying the constraintson the available resourcesgenerated

by the core model. In order to solve that problem, one can

use the well known integer programmingmethod. In order to do
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that introduce the discretevariables X, £ [O,ll, j = 1, ... ,M.
J '"

The problem consists in finding the strategyXj = Xj ,

j = 1, ... ,M, such that

!J.y =
M

I
j=l

X.!J.y.
J J

(32)

attains maximum subject to the constraints

M
L ｃｾＨｴＩ X' < Zi(t)

j=l 1 J
i = l, ... ,m t=O,... ,T

(33)

The presentmethod can easily be extendedto the case

when the regional project involves a complex of n' sectors

S " i = l, •.. ,n' < n, which exchangethe products with corerl -
as well as among themselves. A typical example is an energy

complex which involves the coal mine, electric power station,

which consumescoal and generateselectricity, utilized

togetherwith coal to produce chemicals, etc. In the last

case, it is necessaryto coordinatethe core expenditures

assignedto different production sectors.

In order to use the proposedmethodology for optimization

of regional allocation of resources,it is necessaryto intro-

duce the regional aspectsin the regional ｾ ｓ ｲ Ｉ production

function. The main factor which should be taken into account

is the changeof technologicalcoefficients and prices result-

ing from the transport cost changes. Consider as an example

the core sector production function (2) which correspondsto

a fixed location. As follows from (4), for the optimum

sector production strategyone gets
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A

p.X ..
J J1

A

p.X ..1 11

j,i = 1, ... , n j :F i

(34)

Supposethat the project under considerationhas been

located at the same place as the core production sector and

the same technology (requiring the given ratios of X. '/X '
J1 ii

j,i = l, ... ,n, j :F i) has been adopted. In that case, the

project technologicalcoefficients are determinedby (34).

Supposenow that the location of the project Sr has been

changed (with respect to core sector location) and the cost
A A

Yjr of the inputs Xjr has changedto become

A

Y. = Y. (1 + t. )
Jr Jr Jr

(35)

where t. - an increasingfunction of distancebetween the
Jr

old and new location. The effect on the economy is the

same as if the a. of Sr had changedto become:
Jr

a. = a. (l + t. )
Jr Jr Jr

(36)

Besides the transportcosts which dependon Sr location

a new production project may also use more advancedtechnology,
A

which changes X.r/x ' j = l, ... ,n. That processis, however,
J rr

neutral with respectto location of the project. In a similar

way the changeof Sr location affects the ari and ir coeffi-

cients in equations (17) ｾ (20). The final result of these

changesis a change of price indices ｰ ｾ Ｌ i = l, .•• ,n and the
I 1

correspondingchangeof ｾ ｙ ｪ (in constantprices).

In order to derive the effect of a. , a . on the result-
Jr r1

ing national model output, one can also considerSr as an
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independentsector with the given a. , i = l, ... ,n technological
Jr

coefficient and the price index pt, which can be derived from
r

the extendedset of equations (20):

t
n t - t ｱｩ｛ｾｮ

ｑＬｾｺｴＭｬ

(1 - aOi ) L 1Q,np. a .. Q,np . - a .Q,np = +1
j=l J1 J r1 r ｰｾ
ｪｾｩ

1

m

ﾰｶｴｮｷｾ ] t
+ L - aOiQ,nTOi i=l, ... ,n

\>=1

grtnQ,tzt-l

ｯ ｶ ｾ ｮ ｷ ｾ ｝
(37)

t
n

t m
(1 - a

Or
) L r LQ,np a. Q,np. = +r j=l Jr J pt \>=1

r

- t
- aOrQ,nTOr

The next step is an aggregationof sector S with the corre-
. r

sponding sector in the core model. As shown in [19], such

an aggregationresults in a new set of aggregatedtechnological

coefficients and a new sector price index. It can be observed

that a regional location processhas an important effect on

the technologicalchange and developmenton the regional, as

well as national level.

v. Modelling Spatial Allocation Patterns

It was demonstratedin the previous section how a spatially

aggregateregional economic model can be derived from a nation-

al model and how regional models can interact with the core

model. We shall now turn our attention to the following

questions:

1) What are the major inputs to the regional models

other than those supplied by the national model or by the
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examinationof past regional developmentpatterns; and

2) What outputs of the aggregateregional model can be

used as exogenousvariables in spatial allocation models on

an intra-regional scale, and what feedbackscan be established

within the spatial allocation models between the exogenous

and the endogenoussectors.

In Figure 4, some major linkages are shown between a set

of models operatingat three spatial levels, i.e. the national,

regional, and intra-regionalscale. So far the discussionhas

been focussedon the cells in the upper left and. upper central

part of the diagram. Now, the linkages in Figure 4 are cen-

tered on the spatial interaction model cell and the intra-

regional scale is exposedin a greaterdetail than either of

the two remaining scales.

Probably the most important element that has been missing

from the spatially aggregateregional model is the demographic-

migration component. The model assumesthat the total regional

resourcesZ " including labour force, are given. Estimates
vJ

pertaining to labour force may be more readily available when

the location of an individual plant is considered;however,

they tend to be much more conditional at the inter-regional

planning level. In this case, feedbacksbetween the invest-

ment allocation and population change dependon a number of

factors. It may be assumedthat at t = 0 the overall size of

labour resourcesin region j (j = 1,2,•.. ,n) are known and

these values can be projectedto t = 1. Supposedly,an

investmentallocation in region j is basedon unique location

factors, such as the availability of rich mineral resources,

and an import of labour force, especiallyof particular

skills, has to be involved. Now, the model to be employed

has to account for the anticipatedrather than existing

spatial attractivenesspatterns. Such models take the general

form (see MacKinnon and Skarke, 1975):
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(38)

where T .. is the migration flow between region i and j. U.
1J 1

stands for uprooting factors at i; A. measuresattractiveness
J

at j; d ij = distance impedancefunction.

There are severalproblems involved in the practical use

of the model. First, Ui and Aj can hardly be estimatedfrom

historical data, as they are expectedto change rapidly between

to and t l . One solution, however unsatisfactory,is to estimate

these values by analyzing past migration patterns for other

regions undergoing rapid industrialization. Second, the pre-

dicted magnitudeof migrations influences the Ui and Aj values

in the following time periods, but, as it was suggestedby

M. Cordey-Hayes (1974), they increasethe probability of both

in- and outmigration for regions with A growing over time.

It is assumedthat the interaction model of the form (38)

supplementsthe interregionalpopulation projectionsmade on

the basis of the analysis of age, sex, and natural increase

structure. However, A. Rogers (1971) has demonstratedthe

weight of demographicdeterminantsof migration patterns.

His basic model can be representedby:

(39)

where X(t l ) is the predicted interregionalpopulation distri-

bution vector, Band D are birth and death matrices, respec-

tively, while T is a matrix composedof T .. elements. The
1J

expression (B - D + 1') can be enlargedto include a disaggre-

gation of population by age and sex cohorts. This allows to

model fertility and mortality rates and also the changesof

regional age and sex structureof population resulting from the
- I

given ageing and survival ratios and from the migration patterns

(Rogers, 1975). Such predictions do not emphasizethe cause
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and effect chains, i.e. factors that determineparticular

migration flows between individual regions, nevertheless,

they supply critical information to labour force balance

sheetsfor both the in-migration and out-migration regions.

Since those predictionsare usually basedon the analysisof

relatively long time seriesof data, they are able to account

for consistentdirectional biases in migration patterns. Such

biasesare more difficult to interpret using the interaction

model framework.

In the case of regions with consistentout-migration

patternsthe projections showing probable future age and sex

composition of population are of particular relevancefor

interregional resourceallocation planning. Such projections

are of direct interest from the point of view of national

settlementand population policies (see Dziewonski, 1975).

In fact, the framework can be still further extendedto account

for interregionalvariations in the degree of urbanization; in

this way the predictedchangesin demographiccharacteristics

would be adjustedaccording to the anticipatedurbanization

level and this would, of course, influence the predictedsize

and structureof population on an interregional scale. A

disaggregationof population by skills and education level can

also be contemplated.

Migration flows representone element in the processof

population adjustmentto changing spatial attractiveness

patternswhich are here representedby changing allocation of

capital, job opportunitiesand relatedgovernmentalexpenditures.

Another element of this adjustmentprocessis the changing range

and intensity of commuting. This subjectwill be dealt with

in greaterdetail in the last section of the paper. Here it is

proper to note the following:

1) On an intra-regional scale the migration and commuting

models have to overlap since it has been found that long-

distancecommuting may constitute a first stage of the commut-

ing-migration sequence.
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2) On an interregional scale the areal units used in the

migration studies should be delimited so as to minimize the

amount of cross-boundarycommuting. In other words, the

spatial units should be equivalent to labour market areasor,

even more generally, to functional urban regions.

VI. Spatial InteractionModelling on an Intra-RegionalScale

Spatial interactionmodels pertain to locational inter-

relations between the patternsof major daily population

activities such as residence,work, service, and recreation.

It is assumedthat some of these patternsare determinedexog-

enously, while others are generatedby the model mainly as a

function of their spatial accessibility to the exogenously

located activities. Generally, the size and distribution of

employment in the basic sector are given, while the residential

distribution and the pattern of service-sectoremployment are

establishedendogenously.

Spatial interactionmodels have been applied in the study

of individual cities, as well as of larger regions. However,

for a model to yield useful results, certain requirements

concerningthe size and nature of the region and of its

constituentzones have to be met. Generally, the region

should be defined so as to constitute a relatively closed

system in terms of work-trip and service-tripdistribution.

Apparently, the so-calleddaily-urban systems,Dr functional

urban regions comply with such requirements. On the other

hand, individual zones should be small enough to allow a

majority of trips to cross zonal boundaries. If there is

little overlap between the labour and customershedsof

individual employment and service nucleations,an inter-

mediate level of spatial units has to be introducedwith

boundariescorrespondingto those of individual commuting

sheds.
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Let us start with an interaction model of the Lowry type

whose general structurecan be presentedin two functional

relationships (Batty, 1971). In a region consistingof n

zones:

Bp. = ｦＨｅＮＬｓＮＬｾＭＱＮＬ｣ .. ,Z.)
J 1 1 J 1J J

S. = f(P.,F. ,c .. ,Z.)
1 J 1 1J 1

where P. = population in zone j ;
J

S. = non-basicsector employment in zone i;
1

ｅｾ = basic-sectoremployment in zone i;
1

W. = measureof residentialattraction in zone j;
J

c· . = generalizedcost of travel 1;1J
Z. , Z. = maximum and minimum size constraintson the

J 1

(40)

( 41)

location of Pj and Si' respectively;

F. = measureof non-basicsector attraction at i.
1

It can be seen that the following inputs are required by

the model:

1) Basic sector employmentby zone and area occupied

by zone. Basic employment can be defined in terms of:

(a) economic sectors (in this case, it covers primary and

secondarysectors), (b) economic base theory (here it is

equivalent to the export sector), (c) locational characteristics

(in this case, it correspondsto those activities whose main

locational requirementsare not determinedby the spatial

patternsof other activities within the region), or (d) a

combination of a, b, and c.

2) Activity rates, i.e. the ratio of the total population

to the total employment (or, to the total labour force).,
3) Basic/serviceemployment ratios, or population/service

ratios. These follow from 1) and from the control totals of

population, as well as from the given activity rates (item 2) .
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4) Interzonal travel time matrices. These are often

defined in terms of airline distancebetween zone centroids.

More refined measuresare basedon actual travel time by the

predominantmode of transportation: sometimestwo or more

matrices each for a different mode are introduced.

5) Trip distribution functions. Usually an exponential

function: e-SCij is assumedand the S parameteris derived

from the existing work and service trip data. When such data

are lacking, the function is fitted by trial and error methods.

6) Residential location attraction factor. Two measures

most frequently used are: actual population size and the

built-up area. This, however, introduces a degree of circu-

larity into the model. For forecast runs, data on land area

availahle for residential use are needed.

7) Service location attraction factor. In this case,

the actual floorspace occupied by the non-basicsector or the

actual non-basicemployment have been used as proxy measures,

although less direct attraction measuresshould be required.

8) Maximum population,density constraintsand minimum

size of service center constraints. These are neededto pre-

vent the model from generatingexcessivedensities in zones

with the highest accessibility, and from scatteringthe non-

basic employment throughout the residential zones.

Assume now that an interaction model is to be designed

for use in a region that is dominatedby a single urban core

and is characterizedby a rather intense commuting to work

focussedon the main city, as well as on several secondary

urban centers. At ｰ ｲ ･ ｳ ･ ｮ ｴ ｾ the region is still predominantly

agricultural in character (although a substantialpercentage

of farms are operatedon a part-time basis) but it faces rapid

economic, social and physical transformationsas a consequence

of major mining and industrial developmentwhich is to occur

during the planned period to ｾ t l . The characterand location

of new investmentswill bring about a change of the existing
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settlementand commuting patterns. Assume further that the

interactionmodel to be used should form a part of a muqh

broadermodelling framework which has been discussedin the

presentpaper and that the role and magnitudeof change to

occur makes the calibration of the model on the historical

data for the region of little relevance. The question to be

raised pertains to the input sourcesfor the interactionmodel

and the ways its output variables can be used. It follows that:

1) The regional aggregateeconomic model as outlined in

sectionsIII and IV supplies inter a1iae the data, for the

to ｾ t 1 interval, on the total investmentsin the basic sector,

the total employment in the basic sector, the incomes earned

in the basic sector, as well as the data on investmentsin

some of the non-basicactivities, i.e. the governmental

expenditureson health, education, and welfare. Additional

data required by the interactionmodel concern the location and

land area occupiedby the basic sector; these data can be

supplied from planning studieson facility siting and from land

inventories.

2-3) The basic/serviceemployment ratios can be predicted

by the aggregateeconomic models. Employment in agriculture

in the region as a whole has to be handled by a separatesub-

model. Population activity rates are to be predictedwithin

the framework of a ､･ｭｯｧｲ｡ｰｨｩ｣ｾｭｩｧｲ｡ｴｩｯｮ model. It can be

expectedthat those rates will be subject to a critical change

as a consequenceof inter-sectoralshifts and of sizable in-

migration rates.

4-5) Interzonal travel time has often been handled as a

policy variable. It is expectedthat a transportationsub-

model to be developedshould supply alternativetravel time

matrices for at least three dominant modes, including rail,

bus, and private automobile transportation. A calibration of

the trip distribution function on the presentdata for the

region is out of the question. Two possible approachesto be
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adoptedare: (a) an application of hypothetical functions

incorporatingnormative elements, (b) an application of

empirical trip distribution functions as identified for other

regions with basic characteristicssimilar to those which are

expectedto occur in the region under study.

6-8) As indicated earlier, the existing pattern of popu-

lation distribution and built-up areascan not be used as a

sole residential location attraction factor. The same applies

to service floorspace and employment as a measureof the non-

basic sector location attraction. What is neededin addition

are data on vacant land suited for residential and service

developmentand weighted according to an amenity factor.

Such data can be supplied from land inventories and physical

environmentevaluation studies. It is conceivablethat a

separatehousing stock allocation submodel can be introduced

and its output fed into the interactionmodel. Such a sub-

model could take into account a number of factors usually

disregardedin spatial interactionmodels, including detailed

land characteristicsand a priori made assumptionsconcerning

the proportion betweendifferent types of housing. The

resulting alternativehousing distribution and density patterns

would then be submitted to spatial accessibilitytests.

A review of input sourcesindicates certain requirements

concerningthe structureof an interactionmodel. These are

supplementedby other requirements,related directly to the

centrally planned economy perspective:

1) Spatial interactionmodels have been criticized for

a lack of feedbacksbetween their exogenousand endogenous

variables. This deficiency can be overcome if a model is used

within a more general researchand planning framework. It has

been mentionedthat there exist at presentat least three

different definitions of the basic and non-basicsectors,

namely the economic structural approach, the economic base

approachand the spatial locational approach. Although there
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is much overlap between the three definitions, each of them

points out to certain categoriesof establishmentswhose distri-

bution can be generatedby an interactionmodel assumingthe

given approach,but whose location should be given exogenously

when taking another approach. This leads to a postulateof a

more detailed sectoraldisaggregationof the model. What is

generally regardedas a basic sector can be disaggregated

according to the conceptof primary and secondarylocational

decisions. The primary categorywould pertain to those

activities whose location can not be adjustedto the location

of other activities in spite of the fact that they may be

spatially interrelatedwith these activities. A classical

example of such activities are mining operationswhose loca-

tion is usually determinedby totally external (i.e. geological)

conditions and which, in turn, tend to adjust the existing

infrastructurepatterns, as well as the distribution of other

production and service activities.

Another segmentof the basic sector constitute those

activities which are interrelatedwith the former category,

but whose allocation within the region should be influenced

by the existing infrastructureand residentialpatterns.

Finally, the third category of basic sector activities are

those unrelatedto the remaining two categorieson the

regional scale. Alternative locations of such establishments

can be generatedwithin an interactionmodel. So far spatial

interactionmodels have been based upon the assumptionthat

'people follow jobs, although an opposite trend has been

equally well documented,both empirically and theoretically.

A disaggregationof the basic sector requires a prior knowledge

of interindustry linkages at the national, as well as regional

scale and such knowledge can be supplied from aggregate

economic models of the type discussedearlier.

Another kind of feedback to be developedrelates to

relationshipsbetween the labour demand by the basic sector

and the labour supply as establishedby a demographic-
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migration model. In this case, an interactionmodel can

participate in setting the population control totals (and,

indirectly, the size of basic employment) by determining a

likely commuting range for each alternativemix of transporta-

tion and housing policies. The greater the commuting range,

of course, the larger the population totals to be considered

under ceteris paribus assumptionsas to competing influence

of other employment centers.

2) Interrelatedwith the feedbacksproblem is the

question of supply-sideoriented interaction models. So far

the supply side has been usually representedin an attraction

term, ｡ ｾ in the single-constrainedresidential allocation

model (Wilson, 1972). This term, however, can be replacedby

a housing-supplyterm:

T.. = B. H .E. exp (- Sc.. )
1J J 1 J 1J

(42)

where T .. = the flow of workers from the employment zone j1J
to the residential zone i;

E. = employment in zone j;
J

B· = balancing term;
J

H. = residential location attraction factor at i,
1

here representedby the housing supply.

There have been attempts to model floorspacedistribution

and then allocate people according to the floorspace pattern.

It has also been suggestedthat Hansen's (1959) model can be

used in this context as a housing-allocationsubmodel.

However, in both casesthe main factor determining the housing

pattern is spatial accessibilityto basic jobs and, therefore,

a circularity rather than feedback results in the model. A

viable housing allocation submodel should consider, along with

spatial accessibility, such factors as environmental ｾ ｵ ｡ ｬ ｩ ｴ ｹ

(amenities), land characteristicsfrom the costs of construc-

tion and maintenancepoint of view, as well as capital
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investmentconstraints (as supplied by aggregateeconomic

models) which may partly determinethe prevailing house types

and residentialdensities. The so-calledWarsaw optimization

technique is one of housing allocation models available, but

further developmentsare necessary.

On the other hand, the service-sectorallocation sub-

model can be basically handledwithin the demand-sideframe-

work. This leaves enough room for testing alternative

hierarchicalarrangementsof service centers, as well as for

the considerationof time lags occurring between a change in

residentialdistribution and the respectiveadjustmentsof the

service sector.

3) Spatial interactionmodels should be more explicitly

based upon the conceptsof daily and weekly human activity

patterns. So far the models have accountedfor two major

interaction components,i.e. the work- and service trips.

Admittedly, the latter category is rather broad and it

includes, for example, all educationaltrips. Nevertheless,

at least two important types of spatial interaction, namely,

the social contactsand recreationaltrips, are not really

reflected in the models' structure. An interactionmodel

should also explicitly consider some limitations on the

conversionof agricultural land, other than a simple popula-

tion density constraint. This becomescrucial when the

developmentof feedbacksbetween the basic and non-basic

sectors is assumed. When these terms are added, the basic

functional relationshipcan be representedas:

B Pp. = f(E.,S.,N.,R.,W.,Z.)
J 1 1 1 1 J J

(43)

where N. = social clustering!term,measuredas population
1

potential at the regional scale;

R. = recreationaldispersionterm, i.e. accessibility
1

to open space;
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Wj = the residentialattraction term may be equal to Hi;

the latter term accounting for the environmental

amenity factor;

is subject to an agricultural land conversion
. Aconstralnt, Z .•

1

4} One of the problems rather difficult to handle within

an interactionmodel framework is the disaggregationof resi-

dential population by income categoriesand the differentiation

of the housing market. Although disaggregatedmodels, such as

the Cheshiremodel, have in fact been used, there has been much

dispute as to the merits of the procedure. It has been

demonstrated(Korcelli, 1975) that under the centrally planned

economy there are no major variations in the locational behavior

of different socio-occupationalgroups. This is due to a

number of factors, including a largely non-competitivecharac-

ter of the land developmentprocess, as well as an absenceof

a substitutionmechanismbetween land and transportationinputs

on a large scale. This is becauseof the dominant role played

by public transportation (the bulk of the travel cost being

borne by the state) and of the operation of rather uniform

housing standards. In the long-term planning perspective,the

substitutionmechanismmay grow in importance and there may also

be an increasingspatial differentiation basedon family struc-

ture due to the life-cycle migration patterns. Such developments

should be accountedfor in the design of the housing supply

submodel.

5} There has been also much dispute over the use of

spatial interaction models as optimization models. Apparently,

they can serve to evaluateparticular variables, for example,

the total travel cost and to indicate the kind of spatial

arrangementconducive to a minimization of such a cost, subject

to density and other constraints. Spatial interaction models

fail short of being optimization models in a comprehensive
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sense, since there have been no acceptablecomprehensive

optimization conceptsdevelopedpertaining to the overall

spatial structureof cities and regions. Nevertheless,such

models can be applied in a broader researchand planning

framework along with economic optimization models. Their main

function is to exposespatial conseauencesof planning decisions

and to make them subject to a number of tests.

More specifically, the models can be used: (a) to test

alternative industry siting, transportation,housing density

policies; (b) to identify areasof possibleconflicts, for

example, betweenthe residential and agricultural sectors,or

betweenbasic activity locations and environmentalpolicies,

and to indicate ways of resolving such conflicts; (c) to

analyze impacts of new major developmentson the existing

spatial structure; (d) to conduct feasibility tests, for

example, with respectto the efficiency of transportation

systems.

Comprehensivespatial patterns, as predictedby the

models, can be evaluatedaccording to a number of criteria.

These include: (a) the investmentcost criteria, (b) the

interaction criteria, such as mean length of trips, (c) density

criteria, i.e. the amount of residential spaceper family and

the proximity to the open space. More detailed lists of

evaluation criteria were developedby M. Echeniqueand others.

Such criteria are consideredin terms of trade-offs, as between

density and accessibility, or betweenamenity and accessibility.

VII. Conclusions

The aim of this paper has been to prepare a framework

for the planning-orientedstudy of regional development. It

has been postulatedthat regional models can be placed within

a broader researchand planning spectrumranging from the

national to intra-regionalscale. An aggregateregional

economic model was derived from the national core model and
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its linkages were traced throughout the hierarchy of scales.

On the other extreme, assumptionspertaining to the develop-

ment and application of a spatial interactionmodel were put

forth. In particular, possible linkages to the aggregate

economic model and to spatial labour force-migration models

were discussed.
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